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### Merchants Meet To Discuss Cars

A relaxation of students’ on-campus auto use may be in the offing at the University. Merchants blame Business

One businessman indicated between the groups might help prevent the situation.

### Merchants Blame Business Lag On Student Car Ban

### Religion For Modern Mind?

Religious education is a contemporary subject in modern society. It involves the integration of spiritual and secular elements into educational programs. The concept of "Religion for Modern Mind" seeks to provide a framework for understanding religious beliefs and practices in the context of contemporary issues.

**By Joel Cyn**

The President’s Office.

A member of the president’s staff, who had been in charge of the Student Industrial Building business, advised the President’s Office.

Dr. Haas concluded by deposing that the university’s annual Religion in Life Conference was scheduled for a future date.

### Long Talks On Development

Dr. Merton L. Schiller, dean of the college of Agriculture, outlined the college’s plans for future development.

**By Joel Cyn**

### Foosball Tickets Still On Sale

Tickets for the Foosball Tournament are still available on the second floor of the Student Union. The tournament begins on Monday, April 12, and continues through the end of the week. Tickets are $1 each and can be purchased at the Student Union.

### Fashion Show Sunday

A fashion show for students and guests is scheduled for Sunday, April 12, at 2:00 PM in the Student Union. The proceeds will benefit the University’s Student Service Organization.

### More News, Weather, Sports

WSIU Shines with New Shows

WSIU is excited to announce the addition of several new shows to its lineup.

### Wining In The Greenhouse

Wining in the Greenhouse is a popular event held every spring at the University. Participants can enjoy a variety of activities, including wine tastings, gardening workshops, and hands-on plant care sessions.

### eBook Contest

The eBook Contest is an annual event where students compete to create the best eBook on a chosen topic. Participation requires the submission of an eBook manuscript, and the winner is selected based on the quality of the content and presentation.
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Joe Dill

Editor's Views

Will Merchants Aid Car Problem?

It will be interesting to see how this week's move breaks the tie between the university and town over free parking for students. It is the only solution to the problem of the student automobile.

Students last spring attempted to stop the car problem at the university in the shadow of the central business district. It was not successful.

Now the businesses—knowledgeable that they have a valuable business interest at the heart—have decided it is time to trim their tree of progress.

The merchants will move this likely proposal that features such and such and such a student on a specific age be allowed to park momentarily at the most conspicuous.

"Thought for the day: When a man breaks a date, he has a date. When a woman breaks one, she has a heartache.

An insurance resident sees a show of noble heart that shows resolution in a new rent agreement.

It seemed an Illinois high school English class is interested in authoring an effort in the area of art. So they engaged the most logical place to try was the City. Mr. and Mrs. Smith offered to protect the portrayal simply with the creation.

"We, students of English 5.0, are interested in the history of our teacher. In the years old with the beloved of health we find an abundance of difference.

"The selected Illinois College College 5.0 has a very good present. He is named Blank, Blank, Blank, etc. of the interest. He is to play golf.

"The former student now is surrounded by a group of sports cars and drives one.

"If you are interested, please write her a letter. Don't give us this chance in a natal to know a truly wonderful person.

The letter was addressed simply to Southern Illinois University.

And forget all about writing her. The football professional or brother of the Egyptians have already launched an attack.

A total of 249 S. I. U. drafts were received during the 1945-1946 in the center of Joe John.

"Eye on the Sky"

By Harold Blinn

What is that shine on your Thompson on the edge of the California?

Actually, it is not a star at all, but the planet Venus. This twinkling blue planet appears both in the evening and in the morning sky and in these positions is called the "Evening Star" and the "Morning Star," respectively.

Venus is brighter than any other celestial object except the sun and the moon. When brightest it can shine as bright as the sun itself. Venus is visible in the east and is sometimes visible even in the west. Presently it is increasing in magnitude and will reach greatest brilliancy March 1.

In 1610 Galileo pointed his newly invented telescope to Venus and in fact discovered the planet at that time. As the planet approaches its brilliancy it becomes a narrow crescent due to its orbital phase. Therefore, it will be visible to locate and give you at an hour of observation the proper place and time of observation. The "crescent" will vanish in operation as late as interested students will have observed.

"Family during the morning rush hours from 8:30 to a nearby cafeteria."

"Letters To Editor"

THE STUDENTS' VIEWS

The Students' Views

The article on the editorial page November 16 concerned the foreign student who had the auto accident of interest and it brings to mind some pertinent questions.

Who was the student, and why was his name withheld? Did the student get a loan?

What kind of positive action was involved against the student? We feel that an individual has the right to know and that the university has the responsibility of furnishing these facts.

Did the Office of Student Affairs handle this case as a special policy? How many "special cases" are handled? What constitutes a "special case"?

A final question comes to mind: What I, any, special privileges are accorded foreign students? We certainly do not wish to bring this inquiry to our school as a result of their own technical training program.

We feel that these are questions that deserve answers and that the Egyptians is an ideal forum to bring to light.

Good old fashioned recipe

SPAGHETTI - SANDWICHES - RAVIOLI

ITALIAN VILLAGE

Free Delivery

Dine In

Over $5.50

Call 51500

Open 4-11 P.M. EXCEPT MONDAY

P-I-Z-Z-A-

IT'S GOOD!

GOOD OLD FASHION RECIPE

ITALIAN VILLAGE

FREE MEALS WITH FAMILY

Small Pizza

$1.50

$5.00

TOM MOFIELD

STOCK DISPOSAL SALE

BUY QUALITY MERCHANDISE NOW SAVINGS

SPECIAL OFFERS

SPECIAL SLEETS

$15.95 Value

Now $9.95

$9.95 Value

Now $6.95

Hair Wash Free

Sport Shirts

$6.95 Values

Now $2.95

For $2.00

Men's Suits

Sport Coats

Corduroy Suits

Sweaters

Women's Wear

SOME ITEMS MARKED DOWN 50%$5

516.95 Value

Special

Raviole

$5.95

$3.95

KORET OF CALIFORNIA

P-TOM MOFIELD

MEN'S WEAR

125 S. ILLINOIS AVE.

CAMBRIDGE


IT'S THEIR ADVERTISING THAT MAKES THIS NEWSPAPER POSSIBLE!
Salukis Enter Redbirds
Tonight, UIU tomorrow

Weekend State To Test Saluki Strength, 4-1 NCAA Record

Southern's Saluki coaches complain the city in existence like the weekend is a place hot in Illinois State.

Coach Harry Gallaty's squad rode along the way with a mark. Southern has hue with eastern and Central Illinois Muncie and Eastern Northern Illinois.

Chief opposition is expected from Illinois State's Redbird re- side in the SIU Men's Gym. The Redbirds lead the conference last season, but led 2-1 in second all-season conference games. They have 66 and 64 with 1.8 and 1.5. The Redbirds are 0.1

Nevermore Leads Redbirds next season. Coach Jim Cole Jr.'s squad has the mark in the league and compiled 1.8 average.

FOR SALE: MANS Bike
"My" Like new condition, 3 gear hand brake. Cell GL 7-4532
970 S. Peal, Apt. 8

LOGUE TV
Repairs on All TV and Stereo Make
TV - RADIO - STEREO
216 SouthUniversity
The House That Service Built

MARSLOW'S WHOLESALE
Now Showing Thru Jan. 17
Mat. Sat. & Sun. 9 a.m. to 1:30
Night Time Performances at 7:30

AIR CONDITIONED VARSITY THEATRE
CARBONDALE CARBONDALE CARBONDALE
DIAL 7-6100

DIAL 7-4532

We stll' SlII.I, bek
If you write stories on the book of Enoch you can make big in one year and still be at it.

Hi-Fi Stereo Radio
GUARANTEED REPAIR

DURALL TV CENTER
SALES • SERVICE
413 E. Illinois GL 7-8900

BIZZELL'S Wholesale
FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY ONLY
* CAMERAS
* FILM
* SMALL APPLIANCES, ETC.

CLEARANCE SALE
All items in the store to be sold at or below cost.
Purchase Permits Will Be Shown On Request.

BIZZELL'S
6 N. 12th Street Phone 678
MURPHYSBORO

Zwick & Goldsmith
SPORT COATS $219

STOP IN AND BROWSE AROUND

On Big Chef! Do you get such fine quality food, quick service and low, low prices. Unlike other black and white quality lean beef. Delicious milk shake that's thick, rich and creamy. Try this combination of favorites...and often!
NEW NEED OR USED FURNITURE? SEE ROWLAND'S
New And Used Furniture
112 E. Jackson

MARRIED STUDENTS: PLAN FOR THE FUTURE With The Golden Rule Life Insurance Company For More Information, Call FINNS BEEHN, GL-7569

NEED NEW OR USED FURNITURE? SEE ROWLAND'S
New And Used Furniture
112 E. Jackson

NOW OPEN! HINES CAFE
(Formerly "The Pit")
The Same Fine Food So Many SIU Students Have Enjoyed At 415 South Illinois Ave. Across from Victory Theatre

COME, SEE 'N SAVE!
WOMEN'S AND GIRLS DRESS SHOES
Dress Flats and Sport Shoes
Wide Range of Style and Colors
$4.99 to $5.95 Values
$3.88 And $4.88

Women's and Girls Dress Shoes

DRESS AND CASUAL SHOES
$10.95 to $13.95 Values
$6.88 and $7.88

All Heel Heights

THE FAMOUS
312 S. Illinois
Open Mon. Until 9 P.M.

ARTICLE ON LEARNING PROCESSES PUBLISHED
Professor David Collins, сможем professor in the School of Psychology, is the author of an article published in a recent issue of "Psychological Reports." The article deals with the learning processes of normal children, particularly the children of what is termed cultural learning in a group of 35 students. Dr. Brown and his associates, Willard G. Aronson, chairman, and John A. R. Kelly, of the Students' Research Institute, studied this children in a research program conducted with the cooperation of students in the School of Psychology.

In a test of the new theory, titled "Systematic Learning," the children were divided into two groups. The first group was tested on a simple color discrimination task, while the second group was tested on a more complex learning task, which involved learning the new theory. The results of the study showed that the children in the second group were able to learn the new theory more quickly and easily than the children in the first group. The study suggests that systematic learning is an important factor in the learning process of normal children.

Sororities Participate in Informal Rush